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Few-shot learning and visual reasoning: niche of visual intelligence
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Few-shot learning in visual 
recognition

Visual IQ test or 
abstract visual reasoning Relational reasoning, ex. VQA

? ? Q: What is inside the thing 
that to the right of the tray?
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few-shot induction identifying 
the visual concept (category) 
with a handful of examples;
meta learning generalizing this 
to novel concepts.

few-shot induction inferring the 
hidden patterns from very few 
demonstrations;
relational learning the patterns
sometime control multiple 
images rather than just one.

relational learning need to 
answer questions about the 
relationships between entities 
(objects);
meta learning generalization to 
novel relationships.

Q: What is inside the thing 
that to the right of the tray?

Few-shot learning and visual reasoning: niche of visual intelligence



Reconciling few-shot learning and visual reasoning

Σ

Inducing arbitrary concepts, just from very few 
examples.

Few-shot induction

Learning to comprehend and extend relationships 
among entities.

Relational learning

Generalizing the learned “learning algorithm” to 
novel scenarios.

Meta learning



Introducing Bongard-OpenWorld
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Reconciling few-shot learning and visual reasoning

Inducing arbitrary concepts, but just from very few 
examples.

Few-shot induction

Learning to comprehend and extend relationships 
among entities.

Relational learning

Generalizing the learned “learning algorithm” to 
novel scenarios.

Meta learning

disjoint test set (not shown)



Constructing Bongard-OpenWorld

🌎
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image-text pairs database:
LAION-5B, CC3M…

the stars in the night sky
a worker helps to clear the debris
food market showing the traditional food
pop artist performs at the festival in a city

streamlining text &
grid-sampling + sliding window 

( 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 )

1 2

stars night sky
worker help clear debris
food market traditional food
pop artist performs festival city

concept augmentation

3



Constructing Bongard-OpenWorld

child playing ball room

concepts (as n-tuples)

ChatGPT

User 1) Expand a word tuple into 
positive sentences by inserting 
distracting objects, attributes, etc.
User 2) Reduce a word tuple into 
negative sentences by partially 
removing a word from it and 
optionally adding distracting words.

Assistant Here you go!

positives
child playing ball with friends
child playing ball on the beach
child playing ball in the pool
child play ball with a coach
(distractors)

negatives
child playing dolls in the room
child playing video games
child playing with dogs
a dog playing with ball
(partially overlapping)



Constructing Bongard-OpenWorld

positives
child playing ball with friends
child playing ball on the beach
child playing ball in the pool
child play ball with a coach
(distractors)

negatives
child playing dolls in the room
child playing video games
child playing with dogs
adults playing with ball
a dog playing with ball
(partially overlapping)



Constructing Bongard-OpenWorld



The Bongard Trilogy

Bongard-LOGO (2020)
(very close to the original 

Bongard problem)

Bongard-HOI (2021)
+ real-world images

+ hard negatives
+ generalization tests

Bongard-OpenWorld (2023)
+ open vocabulary

+ free-form concepts/relationships
+ explicit concept induction



Models for Bongard-OpenWorld?

(a) Few-shot learning for Bongard-OpenWorld



Models for Bongard-OpenWorld?

(b) VLM+LLM (single-round) for Bongard-OpenWorld



Models for Bongard-OpenWorld?

(c) VLM+LLM (multi-round) for Bongard-OpenWorld



Models for Bongard-OpenWorld?

(d) Neuro-symbolic approach for Bongard-OpenWorld



What can we learn from the results?

Challenge of 
free-form visual 
concepts. longer, 
knowledge-
extensive 
concepts 
generally impose 
greater challenge 
to the learners.



What can we learn from the results?

Open vocabulary 
representations. from IN-1k to 
OpenCLIP, more open 
vocabulary image 
representations help deliver 
better results.



What can we learn from the results?

The role of captioning. 
1) captioning as an auxiliary task 
generally help boost the 
performances; 
2) even with off-the-shelf BLIP-2 
captions, LLM-based method still 
cannot achieve significantly 
better results over counterparts.



What can we learn from the results?

Machine vs. Machine vs Human. 
1) Memory-based learner (SNAIL) wins 
as it might requires less data (we do not 
offer a huge amount of training episodes 
as counterparts);
2) The gap to amateur human 
participants is still quite significant.



What can we learn from the results?



What can we learn from the results?
significant performance gap

+ 27%



Qualitative results



Qualitative results



Qualitative results



Takeaway

We present Bongard-OpenWorld, a benchmark that reconciles few-shot 
learning and visual reasoning using free-form visual concepts and real 
world images.

We carefully construct Bongard-OpenWorld problems with interesting 
visual concepts crawled from the web & augmented by human writers.

Bongard-OpenWorld imposes great challenge to canonical few-shot 
learners and LLM-based zero-shot learners.

Code & Data: Bongard-OpenWorld

https://joyjayng.github.io/Bongard-OpenWorld.github.io/

